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FOREWORD 

This study is one of a series of studies in the U.S. Army Elec- 

tronic Proving Ground Technical Program, Project 32-56-0013, (USAEPG-3 EW 

Systems Test) to clarify the problems of electronic warfare in the 

Field Array area.  This study is concerned väth tschniques and equip- 

ments utilizing infrared. 

H. McD. BROV/N 
Col SigC 
Chief, Electronic V/arfare Department 
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ABSTRACT 

""The requirements and capabilities of available Lnfrareä counter- 

measures for the Field Array are evaluated. Particular techniques and 

equipments that should be de    ■  1 for bhe future Field Army are 

listed.. As tactical unit that have been proposed for radio-frequency 

VT-fuze countermeasun     also employ infrared countermea3ures, no 

additional provisions for organization are requir< I. 
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Section I. Sunynarv 

Although only fragmentary qualitative and quantitative data on 
Soviet infrared equipment is available, the assumed direction that 
development in infrared techniques and equipment in the guided- 
mis3ile field will take is pointed out. The difference between 
active and passive infrared equipment is explained. Visible illumi- 
nation in night operations from requests through normal communication 
channels to counter enemy use of infrared detectors is recommended 
until at a much later date when infrared viewers will be available in 
quantity. The design of uniforms and equipment to prevent infrared 
reflectivity is recommended. The development of intercept receivers 
and pulsed and modulated-light countermeasures against infrared-fuzed 
proximity missiles is also recommended..-As the tactical units that 
have been proposed for radio-frequency vT-fuze countermeasures can 
also employ infrared countermeasures, no additional provisions for 
organization are required. 
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5v ctipn II.  Introduction 

1.  PURPOSE 

It is the purpose of this report to present an assessment of the 
infrared countemeasures requirements and capabilities of the Field 
Army and to suggest organizational structures to best utilize these 
capabilities within Ü <-k of present Field Army structure and 
within the structure of a Pontana-type Army. In the latter case, the 
probable development of enemy infrared equipment and the requirements 
to counter this equipment will be considered. 

2a. 3ACKGR0UND 

The fields covered by the term "infrared" are diverse.  Its 
primary connotation is that applying to "seeing in the dark", and this 
has been its principal application in modern warfare.  The use of 
infrared as an aid to night fighting can be expected to increase in 
importance as Improved equij     »ecomes available and as the scale 
of night operations increases.  It is to be expected that accentuation 
of night operations will be required to reduce vulnerability to enemy 
mass destruction weapons and to keep pressure on the enemy for the 
most effective exploitation of friendly atomic weapons. As these night 
operations must be as secure from detection as possible, infrared, 
rather than visible light, is advantageous. 

Certain other technical functions that are now performed by radio- 
frequency devices can be shifted to utilize the infrared portion of 
the spectrum. As infrared techniques and equipment become further 
developed, it is reasonable to expect their application to increase 
in. those fields where the use of shorter wavelengths provide advan- 
bages or where limitations occur in the use of radio frequencies (i.e., 
crowding of the radio spectrum or availability of well developed radio- 
frequency countermeasur<--),    These applications include proximity 
fuzes, radar, and lance and homing. 

The development of infrared countermeasures equipment and tech- 
niques does not appear commem      'th the probable need for them. 

2,  EMS.ä g.\PA3IHHZ:) 

No information appertaining to types of characteristics of 
current Soviet infrared equipment, the quantity of such equipment, 
if any, or its tactical employment is available. 

Fragmentary data obtained shortly after World War II by prisoner 

6 
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Lnterr gabion, tcnowl Ige • ; German ..orld ,','ar II infrared equipment, 
known bo be in Soviet iiands, and estimates of Soviet technical 
capabilities have led military Infrared authorities in this country 
tc believe that Soviet.infrared equipment is no more advanced than 
that in use by bhe United States; hov/ever, it may be available in 
larger quantity, particularly Ln the near infrared region, which 
includes active equipment, feu- night driving and related purposes. 
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.Section Til.  Infrared Kluipment. Technical Considerations 

Active infrared, often termed "near-infrared", equipment utilizes 
detector and wavelength conversion units associated with infrared 
illuminating sources. The infrared radiation reflected from the tar- 
get is detected and converted to a visible image or indication. Rep- 
resentative of this class of equipment are the Sniperscope and the 
Leaflet II night-driving equipment. The following general statements 
can be made of this equipment but active infrared, which is not itself 
a countermeasure, is of advantage in a countermeasure program only as 
a means of locating the enemy equipment to be countered. 

3j. Near-infrared detectors can detect the active source at a 
considerably greater distance than the user of the active 
source can see. 

£. Direction of fire against the illuminating source is a 
direct and effective countermeasure. 

J. Evasive action may be taken to escape detection, 

^.    Camouflage is effective. It is required that the infrared 
reflectivity of the surface to be protected be as nearly as 
possible identical to that of the background. 

2..    Active infrared equipment is in an advanced state of develop- 
ment. 

5, BAS3IVE EQvIETOPNT 

Passive infrared equipment dett     -"get radiation and does not 
require an illuminating source. The following considerations apply: 

1. There is no known method of detecting passive infrared 
nee they do not radiate. 

g,    Camouflage is        but different in principle from that 
ed against active infrared.  It is required that the temp- 

erature and emissivity of the camouflaged surface be as nearly 
as possible identical to that of the surrounding terrain. 

2>    Present United otates passive infrared equipments are of 
doubtful or unproved utilit     ield service.  Improved and 
field-useful devices ca;    opected to be available in the 
near future. 

8 
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Section IVt  .Surveill,,'ic. Countermeasures, 
Present Army 

6.  AVAIIADLE EQUIPMENT 

1. Metascope, type US/F 

The metascope is a passive device that accepts near infrared. 
It weighs 14 ounces and is enclosed in a 3-inch cubical 
metal case. A radium button serves as power supply, 

Z-     Image metascope 

..age metascope gives an improved capability for viewing 
near infrared but requires an internal electric power source, 

at utilise either batteries or hand crank generators 
have also been fabricated. 

:. co; ;CZPT 

ascopes, which are presently distributed (146 per infantry 
e to determine if and when the enemy employs active 

area. Communication via normal command channels will be used to 
r illuminating shell or searchlight illumination of the 

Die area. -^ 

jpeciiic electronic-warfare organisation is required to carry 
out this concept, 

e.   Tscriiuc/vL . 

The use of visible illumination as a counter to enemy use of 
active ü .he following advantages: 

1.      infrared capabilities of the er      not force us to 
develop equal to avoid suffering a disadvantage, 

intolerable situation wherein we are required to carry 
In reserve a large quantity of seldom-used infrared equip- 
ment is 

* Superior numbers refer to items in the oibliography. 
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g.    The weight, bulk, and limited capability of near-infrared 
equipment as corapa i        )le illuminating sources gives 
us a margin i enemy who U3es near infra- 
red. 

J. In most cases, use of visible     nation will force the 
enemy to turn to visible illumination also. 

9. jEQ.mPMSNT REQUIRg.jFINTS 

J,. There is a requirement for a metascope which, in addition to 
its surveillance function, may be used as a rifle sight so 
that aimed fire may be directed at enemy near-infrared 
sourcei 

g.    There is a requirement for camouflage of the following types: 

a.. The infrared reflectanc     :iifcrms and equipment used 
at the ' that they will blend 

.' thin range 
paed so as not to radiate 

L appr       .tensity in the near-infrared region. 

t be done 
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! v_i__ 1J:. Countcrmcacurcs. 
JPontana Army 

10. CONCi.TT 

1. The design of Arm; equipment wil] bi :;uch ac to r.ifil(c 
difficult .; bs del ssive-infrared viewers with 
particular mphasis on prevent >n of detection by airborne 

' nfrar    /eillance. 

£. Imj roved n tasci pi -size vi< «vers with intermediate infrared 
capability will     d to determine if and when the enemy 
is utilizing active Infrared. Communication via normal 

. mmand tianne] : wil] be used fc request howitzer illuminat- 
ing shells or s  'chlj fht illumination of the battle area. 

2. Mo specific • b etronic-warfare organization 1c required to 
carry out this concept. 

11. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

],. The absence of a means of detection of enemy use of passive- 
infrared surveillance Imposes the logical requirement that 
all night movements be protected fron infrared surveillance. 

tection ~ ;uirement appears to pre- 
clud iflage effort in the field. The 
importance of early action at the design and production level 
bo pr - :.     :i;L::r;.' by such means as concealing 
hot spots of \ i is, bb refore, clear. 

£. Abandonment of the c    t of visible battlefield illumina- 
tion is c  ' .-    .■• be enemy us< of aeLive infrared 
appears to await bin development of lightweight, inexpensive 
passive viewers suitable for distribution to all personnel. 
It is not considered Likely bhat such equipment will be 
available Ln bh I • 0-70 period. 

i. It is required that concealment oL'  .hot spots from passive- 
infrared detection be given serious consideration in the 
development of all new /chicles and veapons. 

£. Improved lightweight, passive infrared viewers with far- 
infrared capabilities are required in advance of enemy 
deve]opment in bhis field. 

Li 
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13. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

A« 
to tar 

reason; 

tvelengths to detect 
feasible and presents a 

iinming. 

.Trared fuzes which will be 
ise time" or "modulated 

source*' type. s are both active (i.e. radiating) 
fuzes and may operate either in the visible or the infrared 

2'    The return signal 
increa< - iches its target. 
A pu :i as may be obtained from a 

„tered . a fuze . 

The "modulated source" fuze detonates only on receipt of a 
signal varying at the fuze modulation frequency. A probable 
upper limit for th .idering the present state 
of the a. pt, modulated-frequency, 

ountermeasure equipment. 

IA.    C( 

Tactical uniI 
mea. 
resp 

out this cc: 

/T-fuze counter- 
"ies and 

^s required to carry 

15.    50. 
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Section VII. Conclusions 

16. From this study, the following conclusions are made: 

i. Infrared surveillance countermeasures do not require specific 
electronic-warfare organizations for their implementation. 

2..    Infrared-proximity-fuze countermeasures can be implemented 
in conjunction'with radio-frcqueney-fuze countermeasures and 
by the same electronic-warfare organization. 

2' There is and will be need for continual improvement of minia- 
ture light-weight infrared viewers that are adaptable for use 
as infrared weapons sights. 

4,, Primary emphasis in the infrared-surveillance-countermeasures 
field is required at the design and manufacturing level. 
Army field equipment should embody infrared concealment as a 
design criterion. 

13 
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